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This essay researches modern cinema’s obsession with Homer and things Homeric, which 
would influence Marcel Duchamp’s thought and work. It is trying to confirm the atavistic theory 
that the ancient is present through to the contemporary. There is no doubt that Duchamp 
introduced conceptualism and iconoclasm in art. His works, however, are not as self-referential 
as they appear to be, for they are rooted in ancient wisdom, with which Duchamp not only 
seems to be familiar but also is personally convergent. 
 
Western civilisation’s obsession with the Homeric epics of the Iliad and the Odyssey, what may 
be termed ‘Homerism,’ spread widely throughout culture – literature, theatre, the cinema, music 
and the visual arts. In particular, modern culture at the turn of the 20th century was 
impregnated with things Homeric and Duchamp’s thought and work were affected by similar 
conditions. When the cinema emerged, early in the 20th century, it was the most promising 
artform that was at the centre of the world’s attention. In his manifesto The Birth of the Sixth 
Art, published in 1911, Italian film theoretician Ricciotto Canudo argued that cinema was “a 
superb conciliation of the Rhythms of Space (the Plastic Arts) and the Rhythms of Time (Music 
and Poetry)”, a new synthesis of the five ancient arts: architecture, sculpture, painting, music 
and poetry (Canudo 1911:59). No sooner had the cinema been born than it was baptised in 
Homerist waters. The fact is that from the emergence of silent films until the advent of talkies in 
1923, which coincided with the abandonment of the Glass, the known films related to Homer 
are 19, of which 7 are French. This prolonged what from a modern viewpoint had been 
mourned as “Greek tyranny” over Western contemporary culture (Butler 1935:x). However, the 
paradox of the anachronistic influence of classical antiquity on film would exert great appeal on 
the iconoclast Duchamp. 
 
Georges Hatot’s The 
Judgement of Paris of 1902 
was the first known film to 
engage with the Homeric 
epic. This story from Greek 
mythology is the root of the 
Trojan War. According to it, 
Zeus held a banquet 
celebrating the marriage of 
Peleus and Thetis. The 
goddess of discord Eris was 
not invited, for she would 
have made the party 
unpleasant for everyone. 
Angered by this snub, Eris 
threw into the proceedings a 
golden apple from the 
Garden of the Hesperides, 
upon which she inscribed its destination “for the fairest one.” Three goddesses claimed the 
apple – Hera, Athena and Aphrodite. Reluctant to favour any claimant himself, Zeus declared 
that Paris, a Trojan mortal, would judge their cases, for he had recently shown his exemplary 
fairness in a contest. While Paris inspected them, each attempted with her powers to bribe him 
– Hera offered to make him king of Europe and Asia; Athena offered wisdom and skill in war; 
and Aphrodite offered the world’s most beautiful woman. Paris accepted Aphrodite’s gift and 
awarded the apple to her, thus expecting to receive Helen of Sparta, wife of the king of 
Mycenae Menelaus, as well as the enmity of the Greeks and especially of Hera. The Greeks’ 

 
 
Georges Hatot (France, 1876-1959). Still from The Judgement of Paris, 1902. Film 
(01:00). Courtesy of Pathé Frères, Paris, FR. 
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expedition to retrieve Helen from Paris in Troy is the mythological basis of the Trojan War. 
Hatot’s film presents a tableau vivant of the myth, showing Eris gaily amidst the three 
contestants. The tight white uniforms offered a legitimate means by which to suggest female 
nudity at the time. 
 
Early cinema used classical 
mythology as a platform for 
the display of optical tricks. 
Georges Méliès’ 1905 film 
The Island of Calypso or 
Odysseus and the Giant 
Polyphemus was preoccupied 
with trick cinematography as 
a spectacle for the masses. 
Méliès was a Latin and Greek 
scholar, always fascinated by 
Greek mythology. In this film, 
Odysseus approaches a cave 
and falls asleep in front of it. 
Nymphs, playing music, come 
out of the cave, discover the 
sleeping hero, and sprinkle 
him with flowers. After them, 
Calypso arrives with her escorts and wakes him. All others slip away and leave the two royals 
on their own. As he is trying to touch her she recedes with backward steps and disappears into 
the darkness of the cave. Later, from the same darkness emerges the hand of the Cyclops 
trying to grab Odysseus. The giant then sticks his head out to see Odysseus. The hero takes 
this opportunity to pierce his one eye with a stake. The wounded Cyclops recedes into the 
depths of the cave. Then Calypso reappears and tries in vain to hold Odysseus back from his 
cape. He hurriedly parts and she is left with his cape crying among her escorts. According to 
Pantelis Michelakis, Méliès’ solution to have Calypso and Polyphemus cohabit the same cave 
is intentional (Michelakis and Wyke 2013:156-157). On the one hand, it cinematically plays out 
a sexual anxiety – the womb-like cave begins as a site of dream-like pleasures, but it soon 
becomes associated with the nightmarish threats. Odysseus deals with the threat posed by the 
cave by puncturing Polyphemus’ eye with his phallic spear, but, instead of blood, a semen-like 
liquid pours out of that wound. On the other hand, it foregrounds generic affinities between 
Calypso as vamp, a woman who uses sexual attraction to exploit men, and the Cyclops as 
monster, an imaginary creature that is typically large, ugly, and frightening. Like Odysseus, the 
audience gains from the encounter with the feminine and the monstrous of cinematic fantasy. 
 
On 12 November 1904, Duchamp had left Blainville to live with his eldest brother, Gaston 
(known professionally as Jacques Villon), at 71 Rue Caulaincourt, Montmartre. Having decided 
to embark on an artistic career like his brothers, Marcel enrolled at the Académie Julian, 5 Rue 
Fromentin. In 1908 Duchamp moved out of Montmartre and established a residence at 9 Rue 
Amiral-de-Joinville, Neuilly, just outside of Paris, until 1913 (Paz 1978:182). In October 1908, 
the local news most certainly focused on Pathé Frères’s production of The Return of 
Odysseus, shot in the film-theatre studio of Rue Chauveau in Neuilly. Directed by Charles Le 
Bargy and André Calmettes, based on a script by Jules Lemaitre, and acted by Mme Bartet 
(Penelope), Paul Mounet (Odysseus), Delaunay (the high priest), Albert Lambert (Antinous) the 
film’s poster boasts of artistically retelling Homer’s Odyssey. Gone to Trojan War, Odysseus 

 
 
Georges Méliès (France, 1861-1938). Still from The Island of Calypso or Odysseus 
and the Giant Polyphemus, 1905. Film (04:00). Courtesy of Méliès, Paris, FR. 
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does not reappear for nearly twenty years. Meanwhile, the pretenders to the throne of Ithaca 
flock to queen Penelope. She proposes to designate the lucky day when she finishes weaving 
her shroud. This is actually a ruse, because during the night the queen undoes her day’s work. 
After three years, a servant denounces her, triggering the anger of contenders destroying all 
symbols of the reign of Odysseus. This time, Penelope promises to marry whoever manages to 
bend the bow of Odysseus. Back from his travels, Odysseus disguises himself as a beggar, 
wins the race and punishes the suitors. 
 
Much of the film’s hype at the time was covered by an extensive article in the local press, Le 
théâtre cinématographique à Neuilly - L’Illustration. This article includes instructions by the 
directors, which are given while the camera rolls but would not be heard, as the film is silent 
and acted as pantomime. It is therefore a fascinating record, conveying to its readers the 
conditions of making a demanding silent film. The article is further furnished with five 
photographs that an anonymous professional photographer took of the actual shooting, thereby 
giving its readers another angle of the film being shot. What is more fascinating about the 
article, however, is mentioning that the filming was open to the public to visit. One of the film’s 
prized visitors was the successful French novelist Anatole France (1844-1924), who in 1919 
conceived the idea of writing a novel to be entitled The Cyclops, a tragi-comic satire on 
mankind. All of this local history would certainly have been the talk of the day in Neuilly, and 
would certainly have fascinated Duchamp. 
 
In modern times the term “Odyssey” became so familiar and widespread, especially in titles of 
films, that it sometimes lost its Homeric overtones. That is certainly the case with the following 
five silent films: Charles-Lucien Lépine’s Odyssey of a Peasant in Paris (1905); Itala Film’s The 
Odyssey of a Soldier (1909); Romolo Bacchini’s Odyssey of a Supper (1909); Hobart 
Bosworth’s An Odyssey of the North (1914); and Burton Holmes’ A Polynesian Odyssey 
(1921). All these films are likely to have attracted the attention of Duchamp, who would 
perhaps enjoy their ramification from the ancient source. 
 
The cinema’s infestation with Homer and things Homeric cannot be overestimated. Duchamp 
would likely be influenced by the vogue for Homer. If that was so, he took extra care to conceal 
the expression of such influences in his declared ‘underground’ manner, because he is not 

  
 
Charles Le Bargy & André Calmettes (France). Poster from Le Retour d’Ulysse, 1908. | Break from the shoot of Le Bargy & 
Calmettes’ Le Retour d’Ulysse (1908). Published in Le théâtre cinématographique à Neuilly - L’Illustration, no. 3427, 31 Oct. 1908. 
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known to have made any statements with reference to Homer. In lieu of such statements, the 
only means left is to investigate the Homeric traces of his thought as manifested in his own 
work. These traces are fully explored in the author’s PhD thesis “Joycean Exegesis of The 
Large Glass – Homeric Traces in the Postmodernism of Marcel Duchamp” (University of 
Essex, 2016). It is likely that Duchamp’s iconoclastic agenda was founded on Homerism and 
aimed to challenge it. The aforementioned study argues via Joyce’s Ulysses that Duchamp’s 
masterpiece, The Large Glass, relates to Homer’s Odyssey. There it is claimed that all of the 
Glass’ constituent parts have parallels in the Odyssey – especially the Bride as Penelope, the 
Bachelors as the Suitors and Odysseus as the Juggler-Handler-Tender of Gravity. If that may 
be the case, the link of the Glass to the cinema may conceal yet another Homeric trace. 

 
Duchamp consistently challenged 
conventional art by rethinking 
the functions of contemporary 
media of mechanical 
reproduction, such as 
photography and cinema. These 
allusions to mechanical 
reproduction constitute both 
the subject matter and 
metaphorical subtext of his 
notes. In the Green Box he 
refers to the upper region of 
the Bride’s domain, The Top 
Inscription (1965), as the 
‘Cinematic Blossoming’: 
“Grafting itself on the arbor 
type—the cinematic blossoming 
(controlled by the electrical 

stripping) / This cinematic blossoming is the most important part of the painting. (graphically as 
a surface) / It is in general, the halo of the 
bride, the sum total of her splendid 
vibrations: graphically, there is no question 
of symbolising by a grandiose painting this 
happy goal—the bride’s desire; only more 
clearly, in all this blossoming, the painting 
will be an inventory of the elements of this 
blossoming, elements of the sexual life 
imagined by her bride-desiring.” (Duchamp 
1967: 42). This element of the Glass 
encapsulates the ideal scenario of the 
archetypal woman, to have the option to 
choose her complementary partner in life. 
 
Duchamp’s graphic rendering of this 
‘cinematic blossoming’ is not symbolic but 
literal to the extent that the surface of 
caption is punctuated by the three 
exposures of draught pistons. The Draft 
Piston (1914) is a photograph of a plane of 

 
 
Marcel Duchamp (France, 1887-1968). The Bride’s Domain, detail of “The  Large 
Glass”, 1915-1923. Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA. 

 
 
Marcel Duchamp (France, 1887-1968). Draft Piston, 1914. Gelatin 
silver print (60x49). Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Philadelphia, PA. 
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square gauze or netting material in front of an open window that assumes different shapes 
when moved about by air draughts. As Duchamp explains: “I wanted to register the changes in 
the surface of that square, and use in my Glass the curves of the lines distorted by the wind. 
So I used a gauze, which has natural straight lines. When at rest, the gauze was perfectly 
square—like a chessboard—and the lines perfectly straight—as in the case of graph paper.” 
(Duchamp 1967: 74). The gauze acts as a free floating cinema screen, “a very fine ‘sculpture’ 
of skill”, to use Duchamp’s terms, which is photographed only to have its imprints manually 
transposed onto the glass. Turning to the Odyssey, the first picture that the reader has of 
Penelope is “holding her shining veil in front of her face, to shield it” (Lattimore 1965: 1.334). 
The veil is the traditional article, often made of lace, which hangs from a hat or headdress to 
cover the face of a bride or widow. As used since ancient times in Greece, the veil is intended 
to express honour, but its actual cultural and psychological function includes the maintenance 
of social distance. It could be under this influence that Duchamp chose a black mourning veil 
for his photographs of the Draft Piston. 
 

Duchamp’s Cinematic 
Blossoming could be seen to 
relate to Penelope’s Dream, 
which Athena sent to the 
Queen’s chamber in order to 
appease her lamentation for 
her virtuous husband. As 
John Flaxman rendered the 
scene in 1805, this dream 
appears in the image of 
Penelope’s beloved sister 
Iptheme from a distant land 
who “came and stood above 
her head” (Lattimore 
1965:4.803) to tell her to take 
courage because Pallas 
Athena has pity on her. With 

this scene, Homer suggests that Penelope’s domain is calm and furnished with benevolence. 
Likewise, the Cinematic Blossoming is intensely familiar to the Bride. It is actually gas fume 
emitted by her automobile-like Apparatus. Being lighter than air, it swirls amorphously like a 
cloud along and under the Glass’ top bar. Painted by the hand in sensitive flesh tones, this 
fume is rid of the nasty connotations that it would be associated with today, and rather provides 
a very saintly background as halo for the three Draft Pistons that it surrounds. Representing 
the Bride’s drive for self-gratification, it may be appropriate to interpret the Cinematic 
Blossoming as her dream – a stereotypical psycho-social construction that becomes unfulfilled 
and unconsummated women. This dream, then, contains the tabulae rasae (blank slates) on 
which she is to project her visions as commands.  
 
Duchamp was among the first artists in the transatlantic avant-garde to acquire his own movie 
camera in 1920, but produced only a single complete film, Anémic Cinéma (1926), over the 
course of his decades-long career. This is an experimental film made by Duchamp with the 
help of Man Ray. The film comprises 21 scenes, including the triangular title, the orthogonal 
finis, and the circular designs – 9 discs of spiralling puns in French separated by 10 discs 
composed with spirals and circles. The text, which spirals in a counterclockwise motion, 

 
 
John Flaxman (England, 1755-1826). The Odyssey of Homer: Plate VII - Penelope’s 
Dream, 1805. Etching on paper (17x25). Courtesy of the Tate Gallery, London, UK. 
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concerns nonsensical scenarios of indirect erotic tone. Written in French, it consists of puns 
and alliteration. 

 
This is a conceptual film of the early cinematic avant garde, inasmuch as it is devoid of story, 
characters, coherence, logic and emotion. It concerns the dualism of visuality and textuality, 
with reference to the alternation between imagery and intertitles in silent films. Duchamp 
insisted on the pure opticity of his Rotoreliefs, but they are not actually so. He consistently 
missleads and in so doing recreates himself, “hermetically sealed in his direct statements, as 
his own idealisation, enacting as much as possible his own wishful thinking” (Martin 1975:58). 
The viewer must reckon with the author’s ironic humour. As non-concentric circles are drawn 
on discs, put in motion they create the sense of literal rotoreliefs that pulsate the viewer’s gaze 
inwards or outwards, emulating sexual palindromy. Both kinds of discs make sexual allusions, 
those showing images through their visual pulsation and those showing texts through the 
sexual connotations of their puns. Since the entire film’s implication is basically sexual, viewers 
feel scandalised without knowing how and why (Martin 1975:54). The view oscillates between 
a retinal and a conceptual experience. Optical effects generating depth alternate with the 
coiling words that return the view to flatness. This fact enlivens the work, as viewers undergo a 
controlled frustration in their attempt to figure out the meaning of the film in the given time. 
 
In the Iliad, which is essentially a tragedy, Homer presents his audience with a similar 
alternation between scenes of peace and violence. The following 9 of 255 death scenes 
concern some of the goriest accounts known in Western literature – Antiphos accidentally 
gores Leucus (4.489-491); Athena fires up Diomedes to tear through Trojans, climaxing with 
Pandarus (5.240-293); Odysseus and Diomedes gut twelve sleeping Trojans by night (10.483-
493); Odysseus goes on a killing spree to fight his way out of an ambush, culminating on 
Chersidamas (11.423-5); Greeks are encouraged to kill Trojans mercilessly seeing on their 
side Achilles, who is actually Patroclus (16.335-341); Patroclus heaves a boulder at Cebriones 
and crushes his skull (16.737-750); Achilles hacks his way through Trojans, climaxing on 
Deucalion (20.460-489); Achilles mercilessly slays Lycaon (21.64-119); Achilles guts Hector 
and drags his corpse around Troy (22.337-405). This aforementioned cruelty on the altar of 
war is juxtaposed with scenes of humanity, civilisation and peace – Helen in her chamber 
weaves a tapestry depicting the Trojan War (3); Dione comforts Aphrodite with stories (5); 
Glaucus gives his lineage at length, revealing a tradition of hospitality with Diomedes (6); 
Hector and Aias exchange menacing words before they exhacnge gifts (7); Three 
ambassadors - Odysseus, Phoenix, and Aias - attempt in vain to make Achilles appease his 
wrath (9); Dolon describes to Diomedes and Odysseus the splendid chariot of the Thracian 
King Rhesos (10); Sarpedon makes his famous speech to Glaucus affirming the principles of 

 
 
Marcel Duchamp (France, 1887-1968). 21 stills from all scenes in Anémic Cinéma, 1926. Film (07:00). Courtesy of the Museum of 
Modern Art, NY. 
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the heroic code (12.310-328); In aid of the Greeks, Hera seduces Zeus on Mt Ida so that he 
may fall asleep after they make love (14); The immortal horses of Achilles grieve over the 
death of Patroclus (17); Hephaistus crafts Achilles’ new shield and the rest of his armour (18); 
Agamemnon tells the story of how Hera tricked Zeus into making his son Hercules labour for 
Eurystheus (19); Hector addresses Achilles, proposing in vain that before fighting they should 
agree that the winner will treat the loser's body with decency (22); Andromache laments about 
what a hard life now lies ahead for her fatherless son (22); In a dream to Achilles, the ghost of 
Patroclus requests of him that their ashes may eventually share an urn (23); Priam goes to 
Achilles in person and asks for his son’s 
body - Achilles paints a famous picture of 
the inconstancy of mortal happiness (24). 
The aforementioned alternation between 
images of peace and violence is further 
carried to Hephaestus’ composition for the 
Shield of Achilles (18.478-608), whose 
complementary scenes show that the 
Homeric world understood life as a constant 
cycle between the opposing forces of good 
and evil. Quatremere de Quincy’s design for 
this shield may have influenced Duchamp’s 
Rotoreliefs. While their spiral is clearly 
inspired by the gidouille, a word that Alfred 
Jarry coined for his spiralling drawing on 
Ubu’s belly, its source may be sought in the 
shield’s concentric circles wherein Homer 
expressed the entire world and life in 
general. 
 
What is more is the obsession of Duchamp with number three and things triple. The triple set 
and number three fascinated Duchamp as expressing infinity – one is the unit, two is the 
couple, and three is “Taken as a refrain in duration”. The puns have a spiralling effect 
comparable to the rotoreliefs. One case is typically nonsensical but sonorous: “BAINS DE 
GROS THÉ POUR GRAINS DE BEAUTÉ SANS TROP DE BENGUÉ”. Sound matters more 
than meaning in this pun. The consonant sounds are juggled in three groups of three: b-, gr-, t- 
/ gr-, b-, t- / tr-, b-, g- (Martin 1975:54). An alliteration based on sets of three syllables that 
agree in consonance is evidenced in the following pun: “DES MOUSTIQUES DOMESTIQUES 
(DEMI-STOCK) POUR LA CURE D’AZOTE SUR LA CÔTE D’AZUR”. Alliteration on the three 
syllables of each of the words in the following pun: “ESQUIVONS LES ECCHYMOSES DES 
ESQUIMAUX AUX MOTS EXQUIS”. A mirroring of triple words in this pun: “L’ASPIRANT 
HABITE JAVEL ET MOI J’AVAIS L’HABITE EN”. What is not known enough is that the number 
three was sacred in ancient Greece, and Homer is the earliest known author to attest to this 
fact. The sacred number 3 in its different manifestations as numerical or adjectival designation 
occurs at least 60 times in the Odyssey, while the multiples of 3 (that is 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 60, 
108, 300) occur a total of 68 times in the same text. In respect of number three, Homer 
influenced Dante as much as Joyce, and very likely Duchamp as well. 
 
In other puns, words are loaded with sexual connotation in slang. GROS ‘defecation’; CHAIR 
‘flesh’; SOUFFLEUR ‘sucker’; À COUPS TROP TIRÉS ‘loads of intercourse’; LA MOËLLE, LE 
ROBINET and LA BITTE ‘penis’; POÊLE ‘cunt’. Likewise, Homer is as discreet, avoiding to cite 
the male genitals directly as phallós (phallus) or péos (penis). It is worth focusing on the taboo 

 
 
Antoine-Chrysostome Quatremère de Quincy (1755-1849). “The 
Shield of Achilles” published in Le Jupiter olympien, Paris: 
Didot, 1814. Courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris. 
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of male genitals, which Homer cited at three different sections of the Odyssey – “male parts” 
(Lattimore 1965:6.129) of Odysseus, which he hid from the sight of Nausicaä with a leafy 
branch; “privates” (ib. 1965:18.87); and “private parts” (ib. 1965:22.475) for the organs of men 
who are by comparison to Odysseus too inadequate, inferior and worthless to hold on to them. 
 
It seems that Duchamp is researching within this ambivalent optical/linguistic exchange the 
enquiry of a dual sexual identity or even the realisation of androgyny, which would be absolute 
union and perfection (Martin 1975:60). Considering how repressive society was in the 1920s, 
Anémic Cinéma prescribes a certain set of reactions and at the same time proscribes the 
traditional defences of control. By blatantly mocking what is usually called perverse, in terms of 
sexual mores, Duchamp has ingeniously attacked and destroyed these static conventions 
(Martin 1975:60). The film closes with the scene giving the copyright credits – Duchamp’s 
fictional female alter ego, which is interpreted as 'Eros, c'est la vie', as well as his/her 
thumbprint. Likewise, Homer’s epics engage with the transvestism of gods – Iris assumes the 
guise of Priam’s son, Polites (Iliad 2.790); in the Odyssey, when going to the aid of others, 
Athena appears mostly in the guise of various men – as leader of the Taphian people (ib. 
1965:1.105); many times as the sensible senior Ithacan Mentor (ib. 1965:2.268; 2.400; 22.206; 
24.503); as Telemachus (ib. 1965:2.383); as the herald of Alcinous (ib. 1965:8.8); as a man 
from the crowd (ib. 1965:8.194); and as a herdsman (ib. 1965:8.223). 
 
The two words of the film’s title, ANÉMIC CINÉMA, have an ancient Greek origin. The word 
anemos is Mycenaean, and means wind. It is used extensively by Homer in both the Iliad 
(12.207; 12.253; 13.795; 14.254; 15.626) and the Odyssey (11.406). The Indo-European root 
ana- means breathe and is etymologically linked to the Latin anima (soul), which in turn yields 
the English animation and the French ame (psyche). Nevertheless, anémic is an adjective 
coined exclusively by Duchamp to suggest windiness and by extension boring verbosity – an 
expressive style of speech that uses excessive or empty words. In this sense of airness, it 
relates both to the Cinematic Blossoming and the Draft Piston, but also to his Paris Air (1919) 
readymade, a glass phial filled with 50 cc of genuine Paris air. At the same time, it puns with 
the probative adjective anémique, which means unaemic or unhealthy. On the other hand, the 
word kinema means motion. It has been used by Pseudo-Aristotle in his treatise On the 
Cosmos (6, 30, etc.). In The Sophist dialogue, written in c. 360 BC, Plato spoke of kinesis 
(movement) as opposed to stasis (rest), suggesting that both these modes participate in 
existence (The Sophist 250a-b). From the above, it may be inferred that anemos and kinema 
may be considered to be complimentary concepts concerning the duality of existence; the 
former to do with the flowing but transparent spirit and the latter to do with the moving but 
opaque matter. This may explain why Duchamp juxtaposes these terms in the title Anémic 
Cinéma. By using the former as an adjective for the latter, he notionally suggests a paradoxical 
cancelling of one another’s meaning. It is a strange juxtaposition of terms, quite in keeping with 
his notorious programme to gain freedom by contradicting tradition, confusing meaning and 
engendering identity. 
 
The two words ANÉMIC CINÉMA are presented as both an anagram and a near palindrome, 
being readable almost identically forward and backward, echoing the ambivalent motion of the 
rotoreliefs. In the film’s first scene, the words ANÉMIC and CINÉMA seem to reflect one 
another at right angles, but with an anagrammatism of ‘N’ and ‘M’. The viewer reads the words 
back and forth, like the palindromic effect of the sexual act. The idea of the wordplay may have 
been also inspired by Homer, who was the earliest recorded punnist. In order to fully 
appreciate his genius, the audience is required to have knowledge of Greek. Most of the 
names he cites are punning in Greek. Above all other instances, however, in order to avoid 
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yielding his true identity, Odysseus said to the unfriendly Cyclops Polyphemus that those next 
of kin call him oútis (noman), a variant of oudeís (nobody). This is a phonetic anagrammatism 
of the sound of his name. Actually, by claiming to be called oútis, Odysseus told his true name, 
only with its sounds rearranged (Fowler 2012: 142). 
 
It may at first appear far-fetched to associate Homer with Anémic Cinéma. However, Homer 
rendered both of his epics quite cinematically, as forerunners of classical cinematography. It is 
interesting that the techniques of Homer’s poetry apply especially to the theatre and cinema – 
visual reference by the focus/distance from the object, the option of viewing lens, the motion in 
space, and the viewing angle; storytelling construction with cuts and transitions, rhythm and 
cutting speed; and handling of time with compression, flashbacks, fast forward, slow motion, 
etc. (Delebecque 1958). It is really no wonder that in 2004 an international group of scholars 
interested in the multidisciplinary perspective of the cinema founded HOMER, an acronym 
standing for the History of Moviegoing, Exhibition and Reception (www.homernetwork.org). 

Aside of the Homeric overtones, the study above points to the fact that Duchamp eyed and 
valued the cinema. As the cinema and things cinematic played such a central role in the arts, 
might it have been the source of inspiration for one of his most awkward readymades? The lost 
original Bicycle Wheel was created in 1913 in Paris. He put a bicycle wheel on a stool, the fork 
down. In an interview with Pierre Cabanne, Duchamp noted that “It was just a distraction. I 
didn’t have any special reason to do it, or any intention of showing it, or describing anything” 
(Cabanne 1971: 47). Duchamp later claimed that the reason for its fabrication was very simple: 
“To see the wheel turning was very soothing, very comforting, a sort of opening of avenues on 
other things than material life of every day. I liked the idea of having a bicycle wheel in my 
studio. I enjoyed looking at it just as I enjoy looking at the flames dancing in a fireplace. It was 
like having a fireplace in my studio, the movement of the wheel reminded me of the movement 

          
 
Motion Picture Machine & Film Co. (USA, St Louis, MO). “Educator” Silent 35mm Film Projector, 1916. Aluminium and wood. 
Height: 145cm. Courtesy of Private Collection, USA. | Marcel Duchamp (France, 1887-1968). Bicycle Wheel, 1913/1964. painted 
wooden stool and bicycle wheel, H:127. Courtesy of the National Gallery of Australia, Canberra. 
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Francesco Bertolini / Giuseppe de Liguoro / Adolfo Padovan 
(Italy). The Odyssey: Athene disguises Odysseus into Beggar, 
1911. Film drama (43:53). Courtesy of Milano Films, Milan, IT. 

of the flames” (Schwartz 1969: 442). The art public is still puzzled before Bicycle Wheel, not 
sure what to make out of it, least so as evoking the vagina, if one considers its role in the 
shadows of his readymades in Tu m’ (You [blank] Me) of 1918 (Rogakos 2016: I.3). However, 
in the knowledge of Duchmap’s iconoclastic nature, to subvert the everyday, might this work be 
influenced by what pioneered at the time – the film projector on a tripod. All this complex 
machinery, culminating in a spinning reel, atop a wooden tripod, might as well have promted 
the most unusual yet simple chance encounter in Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel. 
 
Comparing life to a play, William Shakespeare has Jaques –	  a pun on jakes, the Elizabethan 
slang for a privy – utter “All the world’s a stage” (As You Like It, Act II, Scene VII, Line 138). 
With an interest to live life to the fullest, Duchamp experiments with acting. In so doing, he 
appears to follow the Odyssean stratagem of dissimulation as a means to achieve his ends – 
to lose and/or blur his true identity as a necessary or even desirable premise in matters of the arts. 
 
Odysseus’ legendary reputation throughout 
time is well founded. He had an unparalleled 
personality, which helped him withstand 
challenges and overcome obstacles. His 
means for doing so was dissimulation. He 
was an accomplished actor (Hall 2008:35). 
Helen remembered how, long ago at Troy, 
“He flagellated himself with degrading 
strokes, then threw on / a worthless sheet 
about his shoulders. He looked like a 
servant. / So he crept into the wide-wayed 
city of the men he was fighting, / disguising 
himself in the likeness of somebody else, a 
beggar, one who was unlike himself beside 
the ships of the Achaeans, but in his likeness 
crept into the Trojans’ city, and they all / 
were taken in.” (Lattimore 1965:4.244-250). 
A decade later, in order to restore himself as 
King of Ithaca, Odysseus was obliged to 
follow a carefully calculated dissimulation 
scheme. To conceal his return to Ithaca and 
avoid being recognised by the suitors, 
Athena effectually disguised the renowned 
Odysseus into another figure that gives up 
wide fame, strong physique and financial 
power. Milano Films’ 1911 Odyssey 
employed the fading technique to enact the moment of disguise. Though this cinematic effect 
might not impress today’s spectators, it would have been sensational at the time. It must have 
impressed viewers as a miracle happening before their very eyes. In any case, the thought that 
to deserve his royal status and privileges a worthy king should accept the disguise as his direct 
opposite – that is an insignificant figure embodying old age and poverty – is rather ingenious. 
And it was probably this spirit of genius that Daumier raised by satirising the subject of 
Odysseus’ return to Ithaca. His lithograph shows on a rough edged stele a relief of the 
protagonist as a decrepit beggar playing the clarinet and enlisting his faithful dog Argus on a 
leash to his new cause of busking for money. The caption reads, “At the gates of the palace, his 
faithful poodle / The only old friend to suddenly recognise, / And have the sublime instinct! to 
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Julien Lévy (France, 1906-1981). FBI Wanted Notice: Edward 
Aloyisus Hannon (Marcel Duchamp), Wanted for the Crime of 
Impersonation, 1950. Letterpress card stock with gelatin silver prints 
attached (20x20). Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Philadelphia, PA. 

 
 
Honoré Daumier (France, 1808-1879). Ancient History - Plate 7: 
The Return of Odysseus, Le Charivari, 24/4/1842. Lithograph on 
wove paper (25x22). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York, NY. 

grab a bowl / To assist Odysseus in his 
crafty purpose.” Turning Odysseus’ beloved 
dog into a Parisian poodle with a ridiculous 
coiffure heightens the irony. Such a 
dissimulation is only temporary, but serves 
as the recipe of a challenge that may allow 
a king, disputed due to his lengthy absence, 
to discern the specific means by which to 
reclaim and maintain power. Odysseus 
carefully chose whom to disclose himself 
from. He concealed his identity from 
dreadful enemies of course, such as the 
lording suitors, but also close people, such 
as his wife Penelope. At the same time, 
despite his will, he could not avoid being 
recognised by his faithful dog Argos, who 
died of old age soon thereafter or from his 
loyal wet nurse Eurycleia, who recognised a 
childhood scar on him as she washed his 
feet. 
 
Aesop’s fable of the oak and the reed, 
dealing with their contrasting behaviour 
during the storm, of the former who falls 

from overconfidence in her stiffness, and the latter who bends and thus survives, probably best 
explains why Odysseus chose so often to come out of himself. Odysseus was the archetype of 
the man who manages on his own, despite the aid of goddess Athena. He would have to set 
his mind at work in order to arrive at solutions that were intrinsic to the problem depending on 
the particular case. That is why he was forced to dissimulate and acquire different personas. 
Before Nausicaä, on the island of Scheria, he revealed his true identity as Odysseus, king of 
Ithaca. Before Cyclops, he was Noman. In the presence of the suitors lording his palace, he 
was an old beggar. Odyssean dissimulation 
is akin to the profession of acting, the art of 
illusion that yields pleasure for its 
spectators. Duchamp was likewise attracted 
to the art of mimesis, the imitation of life. In 
his long artistic career Duchamp acquired 
different identities. Even as his female alter 
ego, Rrose Sélavy, his strategy was to vary 
her appearance – as a pseudonymous 
signature in 1921; as herself in Man Ray’s 
portraits of the same year; as alias of the 
bandit George W. Welch on the Wanted: 
$2,000 Reward poster of 1923; again in 
drag as the boxer Georges Carpentier in 
Picabia’s Portrait of Rrose Sélavy of 1924; 
as a substitute mannequin in drag in 1938. 
Furthermore, Duchamp appeared as the 
devil to the bourgeois (see: Heap 1924:18; 
Ades 2013:42) in Man Ray’s portrait for the 
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Monte Carlo Bond of 1924; as a woman in his Compensation Portrait in 1942; as himself at the 
age of 85 in 1945; and finally in drag with blond wig in 1955. All these examples indicate that 
Duchamp was interested in privileging false over true identity. As a matter of fact, Duchamp’s 
success at staging different personas for himself became the source of inspiration for Julien 
Lévy’s spoofing FBI Wanted Notice of 1950. Using as its foundation an easily available poster 
created by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Levy cast his friend as Edward Aloyisus 
Hannon, a forger sought by the law for impersonation. Perhaps Levy’s Wanted Notice serves as 
pun suggesting dissimulation as a necessary or even desirable premise in matters of the arts. 
 
The ingenious thought that to reclaim his 
royal status and privileges Odysseus should 
previously accept dissimulation as his direct 
opposite must have appealed to Duchamp. 
Interestingly, it seems that Duchamp chose 
to reverse Odyssean dissimulation – his 
disguise strategy involved covering 
commonality with nobility. In Richard 
Huelsenbeck’s Phantastische Gebete 
(Fantastic Prayers) sequence of 
Dadascope, appears a tableau vivant with 
impromptu props in which the viewer hardly 
recognises Duchamp. He disguised himself 
as King enthroned, wearing a crown, clad in 
a broached cape, and sporting a very long 
beard. He appears with eyes closed from the fatigue caused by his preceding supposed deeds. 
Perhaps this picture of Duchamp is the closest he came to impersonate the adventurous 
Odysseus in a bored state after being restored as King of Ithaca. Or does he appear as the 
King in his beloved game of chess? 

Even chess seems to have Homeric overtones, at least in Duchamp’s mind. While in Buenos 
Aires in 1919, to flee as far away as possible from the First World War, Duchamp indulged in 
creating his own chess set. Of grave significance is the Homeric trace in Duchamp’s decision 
to carve all his chess pieces by himself, except for the Knights, which were executed by a local 
craftsman based on his design (d’Harnoncourt and McShine 1973:288). Such an inconsistent 
tactic seems to have been informed by Homer’s description in the Odyssey, “sing us / the 
wooden horse, which Epeius made with Athena helping, / the stratagem great Odysseus filled 

 
 
Marcel Duchamp (France, 1887-1968). Chess Pieces, 1918-1919, Buenos Aires. Wood (H:6-10). Courtesy of the Marcel Duchamp 
Archives, Villiers-sous-Grez, FR. 

 
 
Hans Richter (Germany, 1888-1976). Still from Dadascope: 
Fantastic Prayers, 1956-1961/1965. Film (39:08). Courtesy of the 
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, FR. 
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once with men and brought it / to the upper city, and it was these men who sacked Ilion.” 
(Lattimore 1965:8.492-495). Epeius, who proclaims himself champion in boxing, yet admits 
being deficient in warfare (Lattimore 1951:23.670), and evokes laughter upon attempting the 
discus (ib. 1951:23.840), came down history as the architect of excellent technical knowledge 
who built one of the rarest challenges of history – the Wooden Horse of Troy. According to 
Homer, it was Odysseus who conceived of the stratagem and Epeius who materialised it. 

Ascribing great significance to the knight, Duchamp went to great lengths to identify with it. 
This fact is attested by Hans Richter’s 8 X 8: A Film Sonata in 8 Movements of 1956-1957, a 
nonsensical performance of characters playing the roles of chess pieces,  which viewed “life 
itself is a comparable game played out consciously and subconsciously” (H.H.T. 1957:16). In 
the movement Black Schemes, Jacqueline Matisse-Monnier (step-daughter of Duchamp) plays 
a white queen, while Duchamp plays a black knight. In the film they shoot one another with a 
bow and arrow. After receiving each other’s blows – the former at the neck, the latter at the 
breast – the queen bends over the enemy knight to kiss him. For Duchamp the adulterous 
knight and queen relation was an early obsession. In a June 1919 letter to Walter Arensberg 
he wrote, “I find all around me transformed into knight or queen, and the outside world holds no 
other interest to me than in its transposition into winning or losing scenarios.” (Naumann and 
Obalk 2000:86). Incidentally, the Cuban chess player José Raúl Capablanca (1888-1942), 
world chess champion from 1921 to 1927 that Duchamp studied (Naumann, Bailey and 
Shahade 2009:13), considered the knight and queen to be an ideal combination, while the 
knight may play a prominent part as an attacking force (see Capablanca. Chess 
Fundamentals. New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace and Co, 1921). 

            
 
Arnold Eagle (USA, 1909-1992). Live Chess Match in Hans Richter’s Farm in Southbury, Connecticut, 1956. | Hans Richter (Germany, 1888-
1976). Marcel Duchamp in Southbury as "Venus Stepping Out of a Mussel", 1956. Courtesy of Rhode Island School of Design - RISD 
Museum Providence, RI. 

 
 
Hans Richter (Germany, 1888-1976). Stills from 3 scenes in Black Schemes in 8 X 8: A Film Sonata in 8 Movements, 1956-1957. Film 
(01:38:00). Courtesy of Hans Richter Estate, West Palm Beach, FL. 
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During the shooting of 8 X 8 in the summer of 1956, the Hungarian photographer Arnold Eagle, 
who was the cinematographer for Hans Richter’s Dreams That Money Can Buy (1947), made a 
photographic record of the Live Chess Match, a fantasy based on the board game, that took 
place on Richter’s farm in Southbury, Connecticut (see Ephemerides, entry for 7/3/1957). 
Duchamp is disguised with a long beard and a crown as the Black King; Richard Huelsenbeck 
in heavy armour as the Black Castle is overcome by the White Queen, Jackie Matisse, until 
Julien Lévy playing the role of the Black Knight shoots her with a bow and arrow, despite 
Tanguy’s presence as the White Knight. Duchamp, seated in the hollow of a tree in his 
shirtsleeves, spoke animatedly into a loud-hailer held in one hand while gesticulating 
vigorously to an imaginary audience with the other. Richter entitled a photograph he took of 
Duchamp when coming out of the tree’s hollow, “Venus Stepping Out of a Mussel”. The title 
seems to reference Botticelli’s Birth of Venus (c. 1486), but also alludes to Duchamp’s play 
with gender roles, best known in the enactment of his female alter ego, Rrose Sélavy. 
 
The Homeric traces in Duchamp’s works are based only on speculation. Due to the lack of 
factual evidence, either written or oral, no connection between them can be established 
securely. What can be said with certainty, however, is that Duchamp’s art is of mighty wit, 
comparable to the genius of Homer. 
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ETYMOLOGY: Η λέξη άνεµος είναι µυκηναϊκή και ως τέτοια είναι µέχρι σήµερα δόκιµη. Η 
ινδοευρωπαϊκή ρίζα ανα- σηµαίνει πνέω και συνδέεται ετυµολογικά µε τη λατινική άνιµα 
(ψυχή), που δίδει µε τη σειρά της την αγγλική ανιµέισον (εµψύχωση) και τη γαλλική αµ 
(ψυχή). Γιατί τί άλλο είναι η ψυχή παρά πνοή ζωής; 


